
 

SEN review report 

Provision for all 

This is our school’s collaborative definition of high quality teaching. This was collectively 

produced by the discussion with parents, pupils, governors and all staff. 

Theme Description. 

We recognise that effective communication 
with parents creates a collaborative 

community. 

 We ensure we have a welcoming 
environment in all parts of the school. 

 We get to know all our pupils through 
greetings every day and pupil 
profiles/passports. 

 Staff are available to parents via emails, 
meetings easily being arranged, 
discussions at the end of the day by the 
school gates. 

 Website has access to information, 
support and policies for all areas. 

 We have information pamphlets 
created by the school for SEN and 
Zones of Regulations in the reception 
area. 

 Fortnightly newsletters.  

 Access for all to text app for quick 
information updates. 

 Parents’ information sessions. 

We firmly believe that nurture needs to be 
embedded into daily routines as it is at the 

centre of all positive learning. 

 We have zones of regulation and self-
awareness built into our everyday 
routines and lessons. Seeing the zones 
throughout the school premises.  

 Nurture groups tailored to building 
relationships, confidence and a space 
to freely and safely speak. 

 Transition is supported with group 
sessions to build and support strategies 
they require for secondary school skills. 
Transition days and meeting with staff 
and parents from both school settings. 

 All staff trained in nurture and zones of 
regulation. 

 Amazing Me assemblies and ideas for 
work in the RSHE lessons. 

 Positive praise linked to school values 
as well as academic achievement. This 
is in the form of Dojos, marble jars, 



 

Headteacher and Good Citizen 
certificates,and  Christian value awards. 

 Developed forest style learning 
environment to incorporate outdoor 
learning and mental health. 

 Staff trained in therapeutic thinking. 

We believe effective intervention creates 
and furthers progress and learning. 

 Nurture groups are well received by all 
and impact is noticed outside of school 
as well as in. 

 Variety of provision is given to pupils 
and this is decided through pupil 
progress meetings. 

 The school works closely with outside 
agencies listening to and adapting 
suggestions to provide best possible 
intervention/provision. 

 Provision for transition periods is strong 
with parents being involved in meetings 
and children having transition days, 
meet and greet and working groups. 

 Provision maps and individual plans 
new format enables staff to collect 
everyone’s voice, provide the best 
intervention for the child and show 
outcome of this provision. 

 Staff are given time to ensure provision 
well-planned and mapped out  

We recognize that monitoring is an essential 
tool for us as a school to be able to improve 

provision provided 

 We ensure provision is recorded and 
monitored for impact. 

 We share information and provision 
with parents. 

 We ask for pupil and parent voice to 
monitor effectiveness and 
appropriateness of provision.  

 We hold pupil progress meetings 
regularly to ensure the children are 
making progress and have everything 
they need to do this. 

 We monitor progress through book 
scrutiny, lesson observations, 
intervention observation, assessments 
and data. 

 Working with agencies and staff to 
audit training that is required to 
increase understanding of special 
educational needs. 



 

 Staff given time to review and adapt 
intervention so that it is effective. 

 

From this discussion these are areas recognized for development. 

 Implement pupil passports for all pupils so that everyone is aware of child’s 

preferred learning strategy and interests. 

 Ensure reward systems are fair and reflect school values. 

 Continue training for staff on neurodiversity 

 Ensure all adaptions and provision is placed on provision maps so that parents and 

staff can monitor effectiveness. 

 Ensure parents know where to find the SEN information report and other related 

information.  


